We are a media, marketing and promotional agency specializing in
live entertainment, attractions, spirits, restaurants
and other entertainment and leisure brands
including consumer goods & products.

✓ We can increase your exposure in the marketplace through affordable and effective ways
that you never dreamed imaginable.
✓ We work with a number of media vendors locally and nationally. If we don’t work with a
vendor, they are only a phone call away.
✓ We have a constant, revolving inventory of competitively priced media which enables us to
provide you with more bang for your buck.
✓ We have multiple assets which enables us to package campaigns.
✓ Our rates are unmatched. Why? Because we buy from media vendors but we also help
them sell.

WE ARE EXPERTS AT USING CORPORATE TRADE TO HELP CLIENTS GROW THEIR BUSINESSES

1.

SLOW MOVING INVENTORY
The most common situation is one in which you have slow moving and/or excess inventory or capacity and
would like to convert this inventory to cash, however the market is too distressed and a loss would be incurred
on the sale. Blue Vista would purchase the inventory at a premium price, issuing payment in the form of
advertising trade credits, which would then be used to pay all or part of the cost of the required media.

2. GENERATE ADVERTISING TO SUPPORT CURRENT/NEW SALES
In a second common situation, you may want to generate additional media in order to support current or new
sales, to launch a new product, or to meet competitive pressures. In this case, our transaction would enable
you to convert a portion of your inventory into media trade credits, while providing more advertising media
than could otherwise have been bought on a cash basis.
3. EXPANDING WHILE MINIMIZING MARKETING COSTS
A third situation is one where a client has strong distribution and market share only in a selected region and
would like to expand into areas not presently covered, while minimizing incremental marketing costs.

CAMPAIGN:
Live Nation requested the assistance of Blue
Vista 725 to increase awareness and ticket sales
for Lady Gaga’s August 29th show at Citi Field in
Flushing Meadows that was underperforming.
Blue Vista 725 produced an extensive advertising
campaign on multiple media platforms in the NYC
DMA area. Lady Gaga’s August 29th performance
would end up being sold out.
CAMPAIGN DETAILS:
•
Citi Field
•
Penn Plaza
•
Times Square 48th & 7th Avenue
•
4 Display Weeks
•
Impressions: 4,669,478

CAMPAIGN:
Premier Exhibitions is an Atlanta, Georgia
based company that organizes travelling
exhibitions. Its two most prominent exhibits
are artifacts from the RMS Titanic (for
which it is the sole legal guardian of the
artifacts) and BODIES…The Exhibition in
which it displays cadavers arranged in
lifelike poses via plastination from the Dalian
Medical University in China. It has multiple
exhibits of both bodies and Titanic running at
the same time in different venues.
Blue Vista 725 produced a multiple city
advertising campaign in high traffic shopping
centers in 3 major cities.

CAMPAIGN DETAILS:
•
Atlanta, GA
•
Los Angeles, CA
•
Tampa, FL
•
4 Display Weeks
•
Impressions: 20,472,540

CAMPAIGN:
The media vendor for the Hayes Theater requested our
assistance in the sale of advertising space on their soon
to be installed digital and static billboards located on one
of the highest trafficked pedestrian streets in the NYC
Theater District.
These units are strategically placed to take advantage of
the theater crowds that are attending Disney's FROZEN
on Broadway, across the street from TO KILL A
MOCKINGBIRD, and THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA as
well as popular restaurants like Sardi’s, Carmine’s,
John’s Pizzeria plus popular attractions like National
Geographic Encounter and Bowlmor Lanes.
Blue Vista 725 produced sell sheets and presented these
units out into the marketplace and placed several
campaigns including AMC Sundance Now, Audible
Theatre, THE PLAY THAT GOES WRONG which placed
multiple month and complete domination campaigns.

“I've had the pleasure to work
with Blue Vista 725 over the
past 4 years.
They are professional,
responsive and very easy to
work with. Experts in the arts
and entertainment space,
they have a thorough
understanding of the media
landscape, and bring a fresh,
creative approach to their
campaigns.
They work hard for their
clients and bring tremendous
value as a partner. I look
forward to many more years
with Blue Vista 725.”
- Mike McDonald,
Overdrive/Strong Media

“I've worked with
Blue Vista 725 for
several years now.
They're both personable,
and professional.
Through their positive
attitude and work ethic,
we've been able to
successfully launch a
number of billboard
campaigns.
I am grateful to share a
partnership with them.”
- John Capolino, Lamar
-

“I’ve found Blue Vista to be
an exceedingly reliable and
trustworthy partner in the
media, marketing, and
promotion space. Their ability
to increase brand exposure
by leveraging impactful
media placements both
locally and nationally
matched with an unparalleled
level of customer service has
always made working with
Blue Vista incredibly pleasant.
Matt’s experience, passion,
and positivity shine through
in every interaction and for
these reasons I highly
recommend contacting Blue
Vista for your next project!”

“It has been marketing treasure
working with Blue Vista 725 and
their wide array of media assets
and resources.
In the past year working with them
on ROCK OF AGES,
THE ILLUSIONISTS and
BAT OUT OF HELL I found them to
be true partners of the productions
with their ability to adapt quickly to
changing promotion campaigns and
a show’s vicissitudes.
They have a passion for detail and
their understanding of a show’s
needs are second to none. They are
leaders in finding unique out-ofhome opportunities and their ideas
continue to grow. It’s a joy to work
with Matt and Remzije.”

“Working with Blue Vista 725 is a
great experience!

They have deep relationships and
extensive knowledge of the
entertainment industry.
By working together,
I have had the opportunity to
work on projects that I may have
otherwise missed out on and
we are able to execute valuable
marketing efforts for their clients.

“Our experience with
Blue Vista has been an incredibly
positive one.
Not only is the account support
timely, professional, and personal,
the offerings Blue Vista 725
provides us allow us to present
our clients with exciting and
comprehensive media
opportunities.

Looking forward to the
next project together!”

Whether it is paid placements or
trade, we know that
Blue Vista 725 will be
responsive, flexible, and reliable.”

- Richard Topalian
Curb Media

- Trevor Chauvin, RPM

r

- Rick Coutu, Clear Channel

- Keith Hurd
Marketing Entertainment Group

His business savvy
coupled with his great
personality makes Matt
the true definition of the
whole package, and a real
pleasure to work with.“

"Blue Vista 725 media is
a leader in developing
cutting edge
customized advertising
and branding
campaigns.
They bring great
passion and insight with
their work and are
experts in connecting
clients with their
audiences. Working
with them brings your
company to the next
level and they make you
feel like family.”

- Deirdre Alby,
Marketing Director

- Bill Mason,
Publisher

"Matt is incredibly
valuable to any marketing
team. With his non-stop
energy, creative initiative,
and his seemingly endless
list of relationships in the
industry, he can take any
production or product to
the next level of
innovative promotions.

“We needed an agency
that could deliver media,
marketing and
promotional campaigns
with immediacy.
The scope of Blue Vista’s
relationships with media
vendors and promotional
partners made them a
reliable and efficient
partner for us.
They consistently
delivered impactful
campaigns for us on time
and within budget.”
-

Jeff Chrzczon,
Producer

"Matt jumped on board
with energy and
enthusiasm.
Although pressed for
time, he was able to
secure hotel rooms for
our visiting filmmakers
and delicious chocolates
and treats for our
audience!"
- Rebecca Linde,
Sponsorship and
Marketing Director for
New York Int'l Children's
Film Festival

"Matt is one hell of a publicist and
all-around PR genius.
Incredibly energetic, smart as a
whip, and remarkably intuitive,
with great interpersonal/people
skills.
And on top of his professional
savvy, he's a great human
being...which makes him a sheer
joy to work with.

I'd recommend him without
hesitation to anyone!"
– Allan Neuwirth,
co-creator of Chelsea Boys

10 East 39th Street, Suite 907
New York, NY 10016

We welcome potential clients, partners
and media vendors to contact us today
for more information:
646.661.5546
info@bluevista725.com
bluevista725.com

